
Robert Smith
Digital Media Planner

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeks to obtain a position that will utilize and challenge the professional skills and field 
experience that have been acquired, while offering positive growth and development within the 
organization.

SKILLS

Conflict Resolution, Fast/Adaptive Learning, Critical Thinking & Problem Solving, Statistical 
Analysis, Budgeting.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Digital Media Planner
ABC Corporation  2010 – 2011 
 Planned and executed over 30 campaigns for Microsoft, budgets ranging from $100k - $5m.
 Planned and executed multi-million dollar theatrical and DVD campaigns for Summit 

Entertainment ($25+Million Annually).
 Operated across the full digital media mix, including online display advertising, search 

marketing, interactive and social media.
 Dedicated digital planner.
 Assist in strategizing campaign objectives, brainstorming tactics, creating RFPs, negotiating 

low effective rates, and presenting media.
 Identify and optimize placements/sites to reach campaign KPIs, ranging from DR-focused CPL 

goals to brand awareness metrics of viewability/.
 Constant communication with vendors to gain insight into the market industry and emerging 

trends that can be applied to the current and future.

Digital Media Planner
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Planned and executed over 30 campaigns for Microsoft, budgets ranging from $100k - $5m.
 Planned and executed multi-million dollar theatrical and DVD campaigns for Summit 

Entertainment ($25+Million Annually).
 Operated across the full digital media mix, including online display advertising, search 

marketing, interactive and social media.
 Dedicated digital planner.
 Assist in strategizing campaign objectives, brainstorming tactics, creating RFPs, negotiating 

low effective rates, and presenting media.
 Identify and optimize placements/sites to reach campaign KPIs, ranging from DR-focused CPL 

goals to brand awareness metrics of viewability/.
 Constant communication with vendors to gain insight into the market industry and emerging 

trends that can be applied to the current and future.

EDUCATION

Bachelors of Arts in Journalism and Mass Communication - (University of Wisconsin)
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